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Seesaw News (our one month usage) WAY to
Engage, CES!
Seesaw is a platform for student engagement that inspires students of all ages to do their
best, and saves teachers time!

Students use creative tools to take pictures, draw, record videos and more to capture
learning in a portfolio.
Teachers �nd or create activities to share with students.
Families only see their child's work and leave comments and encouragement. Learn more
about what families see here.

October eDay
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What is an eDay? An eDay is a day in which students receive their classroom instruction
electronically. eDay lessons are valuable instruction linked to grade level standards and in-
class learning. eDays provide our students with the following bene�ts:
· Practice with online learning, developing effective and creative ways to promote instruction
beyond the classroom walls.
· Preparation and practice in the event an eDay is called due to emergency circumstances.
How do we ensure a successful eDay?
· Each teacher creates his/her own Class eDay and posts in a Digital Tool: Google Classroom
or Canvas (5th,6th)
· All students go through Classlink to access Grade Level eDay.
· Students have prior in-class & at-home practice with all Tools & Skills used in eDay Lessons.
· All eDay resources work on iPad, Chromebook & Computer and have been tested.
· Brief instruction to access eDay is located off each Homeroom Webpage.
· Specials & PE eDay Lessons are clearly linked on their webpage and links sent to the
Homeroom teacher to be added to the class assignments.

Do you know how to setup two Google
Accounts on the same computer?
Send the following link to parents! This is really helpful if they have more than one student
sharing a computer. Setting up 2 People in Google Chrome

A Summer of Google Updates - … googleteachertribe.com

Nov 5-6 Global Connection
The Microsoft Global Learning Connection will happen on November 5-6, 2019. An estimated
half-a-million students from over 110 countries will connect and travel “virtual miles” to speak
with guest speakers, experience a new culture, sing a song, go on virtual �eld trips and learn
from other students, educators and experts from around the world. Our goal is to travel over
17 million virtual miles—together we’ll achieve this via Skype, Teams & Flipgrid. 
Read more.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1BhONaiZDXJQDJYH2E-76ppe4k62dE-Bc/view
https://googleteachertribe.com/a-summer-of-google-updates-gtt90
https://educationblog.microsoft.com/en-us/2019/09/announcing-microsoft-global-learning-connection-2019-extending-the-skype-a-thon-experience-to-more-learners-around-the-world/#f8mtBKQ1TgHCWZzH.99


Microsoft Global Learning Conne… education.microsoft.com

Microsoft Global Learning Connection is an event that makes it possible for students to
virtually travel around the world and connect beyond the classroom using Skype, Teams
and Flipgrid!

Your Webpage-Is it ADA Compliant? Please Be
Sure.
CES Staff, in order to meet new ADA Compliant guidelines, we've been asked, concerning our
webpages, please make sure that. . .

If you have text on your webpage, you use the fonts provided by the webpage so that text
readers can read the font. Never include text as a picture to get cuter fonts.
If you have a picture on your webpage, when you add, ALWAYS include the Alternative Text
naming the image.
Videos that are on your front grade level, group or teacher page (any front facing page)
have closed captioning. If you upload your video to eduvision, there is a cc button you can
select. It is not perfect & doesn't have to be. (But you'll want to scan to make sure there
are no bad words being mistakenly displayed in the captioning.) If no closed captioning,
the video has to come down or move to a sub level page.

IT Updates & Upcoming
Would you believe there have been 272 IT Direct technology incidents completed for
Crestline since August? Thank you to our wonderfully patient staff for entering those
requests in IT so that I can see them & help resolve them as quickly as possible. Thank
you to our awesome technicians and our new technical assistant for helping us stay

https://education.microsoft.com/MSFTGlobalConnect


operational in the tech are of our world.
All Promethean boards are �nally fully operational.
New Viewsonic software with Amazing Options and tools coming soon for those with
Viewsonic Display Panels in their classrooms. (Also great PD coming your way,
facilitated by our own Kimi Blanton)
Anyone needing a second microphone or a replacement has gotten one from their class
sound system. (Thanks to Libby for being instrumental in getting new mics in some of our
classrooms.)
We have a New Technology Usage Policy that I'll be sharing soon. Please be aware of two
key points: posting to personal social media accounts during the work day is a no-no. AI
devices such as Google Home, Amazon Echos, etc are not allowed in classrooms.
Your Room: Power and Projector/Display wall plates and cables need to be accessible,
not blocked by �le cabinets, shelves or other furniture. We can't troubleshoot what we
can't get to. Only rechargeable batteries in your microphones. Nothing heavier than
remotes on the top of your sound system. Doc cams, phones, lamps sitting on top of the
ampli�er will damage it. Dust can cause issues with your equipment as well. Best
practice is to keep the back of your sound system and desktop dust free.
Please continue to be vigilant in protecting our network from malware attacks by pausing
and thinking before clicking on links in email and online & keeping your passwords secure
secure & locking your computers when you walk away from them. If you want a laugh & a
good reminder, click here for funny yet sobering video on security.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GVT5IgmA6WE&feature=youtu.be


Don't forget about your DLCS Google
Classroom
This is where you can �nd the presentation and activities/ideas form our summer Digital
Literacy Computer Science District PD. Be thinking about which tools you could use in your
classroom. #coding #engagement #robotics #learning #embedded #STEM #design
#growth_mindset #digital_citizens #formative_assessment #collaboration
Join Code: wrkwtp
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